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The unit is controlling continuously to the comfort temperature The unit is controlling continuously
to the setback temperature The unit is controlling continuously to the standby temperature This
setpoint This is only active when the controller is in the run The unit is controlling continuously to
the comfort temperature The unit is controlling continuously to the setback temperature The unit is
controlling continuously to the standby temperature Automatic mode. The unit is controlling to the
time and temperature programmes that have. To start the controller fit two “AA” batteries in the
battery compartment. Once batteries are fitted all symbols will be Set the slide mode switch to
position A4. The setting for the current second off time flashes. Discover everything Scribd has to
offer, including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime.
Report this Document Download Now save Save BOSS Therm Programmable Room Thermostat User
Instr. For Later 46K views 1 1 upvote 1 1 downvote BOSS Therm Programmable Room Thermostat
User Instructions BPS242RF Uploaded by Andrew Lomax Description Full description save Save
BOSS Therm Programmable Room Thermostat User Instr. For Later 1 1 upvote, Mark this document
as useful 1 1 downvote, Mark this document as not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump
to Page You are on page 1 of 2 Search inside document Browse Books Site Directory Site Language
English Change Language English Change Language. This setpoint will operate until the next
switching time. This is only active when the controller is in the run and automatic mode Automatic
mode. The unit is controlling to the time and temperature programmes that have been selected
Permanent comfort mode. The unit is controlling continuously to the comfort temperature setpoint.
Permanent setback mode. The unit is controlling continuously to the setback temperature setpoint.
Permanent standby
mode.http://www.location-chalet-jura.eu/img/cost-accounting-student-solutions-manual.xml

boss bps242rf manual, boss bps242rf instructions, boss therm bps242rf manual, boss
thermostat bps242rf manual, boss therm bps242rf manual download, boss therm
bps242rf user manual, boss therm bps242rf installation manual, boss therm bps242rf
instructions manual, boss bps242rf manual, boss bps242rf manual, boss bps242rf
manual download, boss bps242rf manual pdf, boss bps242rf manual free, boss
bps242rf manual online.

The unit is controlling continuously to the standby temperature setpoint. Indicates there is a call for
heat Time setting position First switch on time First switch off time Second switch on time Second
switch off time Comfort temperature setting Setback temperature setting Run position Programming
slider Advance button Operating Mode Slider Batteries Compartment Rotary Dial Indication of low
battery life, this signifies batteries must be replaced Guide to symbols on Operating Mode
SliderAutomatic mode. The unit is controlling to the time and temperature programmes that have
been selected Permanent comfort mode. The unit is controlling continuously to the comfort
temperature setpoint. Permanent setback mode. The unit is controlling continuously to the setback
temperature setpoint. Permanent standby mode. The unit is controlling continuously to the standby
temperature setpoint. This setpoint is fixed at 5C Introduction.This leaflet gives you easy to follow
instructions on how to set up your BPS242RF programmable room thermostat. ContentsHow do I set
the time. How do I set the comfort temperature value. How do I set the setback temperature value.
How do I temporarily change the current setpoint. What does the Advance button do. Technical
Helpline 0870 850 0184 How do I set the second switch off timeTo start the controller fit two AA
batteries in the battery compartment. Once batteries are fitted all symbols will be displayed on the
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LCD screen as shown. Set the slide mode switch to position A4. The setting for the current second
off time flashes. Turn the rotary dial to the left to decrease the time, or to the right to increase the
time. When the required off time is displayed move the programming slider to any other position to
confirm your setting. How do I set the timeSet the programming slider to position The current time
setting flashes. Turn the rotary dial to the left to decrease the time, or to the right to increase the
time.http://www.reiki.mannaz.pl/userfiles1/cost-accounting-student-solution-manual.xml

When the correct time is displayed move the programming slider to any other position to confirm
your setting. The setting for the current comfort temperature flashes. Turn the rotary dial to the left
to decrease the temperature setting, or to the right to increase the temperature setting. When the
required comfort temperature is displayed move the programming slider to any other position to
confirm your setting. How do I set the setback temperatureSet the programming slider to position
How do I set the first switch on timeSet the programming slider to position A1. The setting for the
current first on time flashes. Turn the rotary dial to the left to decrease the time, or to the right to
increase the time. When the required on time is displayed move the programming slider to any other
position to confirm your setting. T How do I set the first switch off timeSet the slide mode switch to
position A2 The setting for the current first off time flashes. Turn the rotary dial to the left to
decrease the time, or to the right to increase the time. When the required off time is displayed move
the programming slider to any other position to confirm your setting. The setting for the current
setback temperature flashes. Turn the rotary dial to the left to decrease the temperature setting, or
to the right to increase the temperature setting. When the required setback temperature is displayed
move the programming slider to any other position to confirm your setting. How do I temporarily
change the current setpointThe current value of setpoint can be changed temporarily when the
operating mode slider is in the AUTO position and the programming slider is in the RUN position.
Turn the rotary dial slightly in either direction to display the current setpoint, then turn it to the left
to decrease the temperature setting, or to the right to increase the temperature setting. This
setpoint will operate until the next switching time.

When this has been activated the hand symbol is displayed How do I set the second switch on
timeSet the programming slider to position A3.The setting for the current second on time flashes.
Turn the rotary dial to the left to decrease the time, or to the right to increase the time. When the
required on time is displayed move the programming slider to any other position to confirm your
setting. What does the Advance button doThis switches the operating mode from comfort to setback
or vice versa until the next switching time. This will damage wall thermostat. Wiring Centre. Turn on
the Central Heating using the Programmable Room Thermostat Documents Heating thermostat
Series AMHs180 Please read these Operating Instructions before starting. 2.2 Operation The
thermostat operates on the. Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. After
purchase, you will receive an email with further information. Terms and Conditions apply. Learn
more. Amazon Business For businessexclusive pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable VAT
invoices. Create a free account Representative 21.9% APR variable. Credit offered by NewDay Ltd,
over 18s only, subject to status. Terms apply.Please try your search again later.You can edit your
question or post anyway.For exceptions and conditions, see Return details.If you are a seller for this
product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.

The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. How do you reset a wireless
Boss Therm BPS242RF thermostat. Craig January 2010 Green light now back on, well done Deborah
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Coates October 2017 Press learn for 4 seconds on back of thermostat might have to take off the wall
then turn up thermostat and rap the receiver with your knuckles. Hi tech but works for me. Paul
August 2017 Followed their instructions, and various other peoples, touch and go whether boiler
fires up for CH. Hot water is fine. Finally ceased working altogether. Green at top on, yellow flashes
on right when thermostat is turned. A tiny click from receiver too. NOTHING. Discover PAULINE
Oct 2015. Rapped receiver with my knuckles, and guess what, the boiler fires up. Works every time.
XXXX to Pauline. Paul. August 2017 X Nicola March 2017 Thanks all Steve mc March 2016 Took me
a while! Gary d February 2016 But the boiler does then come on if I tap the receiver with a
screwdriver. Does the suggest its the receiver being faulty or a dodgy connection. The receiver has
occasionally flashed red but then recovered to solid green. And feedback welcome. Pauline October
2015 Anon January 2015 I have hot water but no heating Wesley Millington August 2014 This
morning a red light has started to flash. Its just a new boiler etc only 2 weeks old and weve no idea
what it means. Anyone help a confused peron! Shoe queen April 2014 Thank you! Michael February
2014 Thanks everyone you are great Khan November 2013 Thanks James spilsbury April 2013
Stephen November 2012 Then at receiver, press reset for 4 secs. Then press set On thermostat
press learn. The green light will flash, then go off, after 20 secs, it will illluminate. If it goes red, you
have a fault kb September 2010 Try to include as much detail as possible. I have recently had a
wireless thermostat fitted. Fix boss therm BPS242RF.

Boss Therm BR1 How can I fix my Ferroli HE Plus 31C boiler. Flashing red light on receiver how to
fix Users act, or refrain from action, on the basis of such information entirely at their own risk. Read
this before using this website. By continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on
your device as described in our cookie policy unless you have disabled them. By chatting and
providing personal info, you understand and agree to our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. HVAC
Have HVAC questions. Ask an Expert Home Improvement Questions HVAC Questions This answer
was rated The mobile BPS242RF screen is blank. The mobile BPS242RF screen is blank. The BR1
light is red and the light thats amber when working is dead. I have changed the batteries in the
thermostst but still blank. On the back of the thermostat there are only 2 buttonsunder reset test
and learn. On the BR1 there are 2 buttons under reset override and learn. Please provide
instructions as to which button I should press in the right order on the right device in the hopoe that
I can get my central heating back. Contractors Assistant Whats the brand and model of your
thermostat. How old is it Boss Therm BPS242RF 2 to 3years old. Contractors Assistant How long has
this been going on with your thermostat. What have you tried so far. Went blank last night.Have
tried following the instructions as above, given to another query but there is no set button on either
device.Id be grateful for a sequence I can follow to see if the screen will work again. Contractors
Assistant Anything else we should know to help you best. The thermostst fell on the floor, but didnt
think that should have affected it. Can you give me a sequence of what buttons to press in the right
order on which device. Im a licensed HVAC Tech. Im sorry to hear about the issue with your
thermostat. I would be glad to help you diagnose and troubleshoot.

Please keep in mind that I am also a service tech actively working in the field, so my responses at
times can be delayed, Bear with me because I am also only himan, but im sure with the knowledge I
have, working together we can at least get the answer you need.Phone requests OFTEN can be
automatically generated by Justanswer and not myself. Phone calls do make troubleshooting HVAC
issues easier, but if you do not want phone service simply ignore the requests and Ill do my best to
help you through text.What type of system do you have, gas furnace, electric, or heat pump Ask Your
Own HVAC Question Customer reply replied 1 year ago air source heat pump coupled with an oil
boiler. BUT the problem is the thermostat Boss Therm BPS242RF the screen of which went blank
yesterday. Have you read my previous descriptions of the, problem.BUT the problem is the
thermostat Boss Therm BPS242RF the screen of which went blank yesterday. Have you read my
previous descriptions of the, problem. Can you snap a photo of the wiring and send it to me. Just



want to verify some things.From what I gather the thermostat lcd won’t power on whatsoever.
There’s a delicate printed circuit board inside that could now be damaged, consequently there also
may be a wire or ribbon cable that powers the LCD that may have came loose Ask Your Own HVAC
Question Customer reply replied 1 year ago fell on its face but not from any height and on to a
wooden floor. Are you able to help. How do I find out if theres damage inside the thermoststat. Can
you not give me some instructions regarding possibly resetting the thermostat as this might help.
Fell on its face but not from any height on to a wooden floor. Can you give me some instructions re
resetting the thermostat in case that works. Will await guidance. How will I know if thermostat is
damaged. The procedure for that is here if you don’t get any display there are really only a few
explanations for that.

You would need to order a replacement Ask Your Own HVAC Question Customer reply replied 1 year
ago I have to buy a replacement. When I do, do I need a central heating engineer to install and
programme it or can I do it myself. Wire for wire replacement. Ask Your Own HVAC Question
Customer reply replied 1 year ago but there are no wires involved unless you mean the wiring at the
back of the BR1 receiver which should also be replaced. There would be no wiring relating to the
thermostat. And do you know if your system runs on a 24v or 230 signal.If it’s 24v you check with a
meter from terminals lx to l1, if 24 v is present then you only need a replacement thermostat and not
a receiver if there’s no voltage present at all there may be an issue with te equipment that sends
voltage to the receiver.If it’s 230v sswitch you check the terminals for 230. But that’s a way you can
verify with voltage check. I now need to know how to change the time on the thermostat. No more
queries from me Was this answer helpful. Have been I have no lights on the boss therm receiver.
When I try and use the I have a robert shaw model 9600 thermostat. When I try and use the manual
override, I can only drop the temperature setting, I cant raise it.It was installed in 2010. The back up
fuel is elctric, as our house is all electric. I cant How do I undo the programming in my VisionPro
TH8000. With advent of summer time, have tried to RWB29 prograammer. With advent of summer
time, have tried to adjust the time following instructions given in the guide unde rHow do I change
winter and summer times. Why My heat is not turning on. I have a Robertshaw thermostat. It is
flashing 4. I changed the batteries. The manual says to press up, down, next, hold, rotary dial, reset.
What am I supposed to do with the rotary dial. Somebody changed the settings I have a LUX 1500
thermostat. Somebody changed the settings and I am unable to set the temperature. How do I reset
the device.

The screen now displays a lock and i am unable to do adjust any temp or program. With my new
heater, they installed a THX9000 Prestige IAQ Thermostat. How do you unlock the temperature on a
Honeywell thermostat. My mothers thermostat will only go to 72. The heat keeps dropping to 60 no
matter what it is programmed for. Posts are for general information, are not intended to substitute
for informed professional advice medical, legal, veterinary, financial, etc., or to establish a
professionalclient relationship. JustAnswer is not intended or designed for EMERGENCY questions
which should be directed immediately by telephone or inperson to qualified professionals.
JustAnswer in the News Askadoc Web sites If youve got a quick question, you can try to get an
answer from sites that say they have various specialists on hand to give quick answers.
Justanswer.com. JustAnswer.com.has seen a spike since October in legal questions from readers
about layoffs, unemployment and severance. Traffic on JustAnswer rose 14 percent.and had nearly
400,000 page views in 30 days.inquiries related to stress, high blood pressure, drinking and heart
pain jumped 33 percent. Tory Johnson, GMA Workplace Contributor, discusses workfromhome jobs,
such as JustAnswer in which verified Experts answer people’s questions. I will tell you that.the
things you have to go through to be an Expert are quite rigorous. What Customers are Saying You
did one super job of explaining to me everything there is to know about this fridge. Im looking
forward to asking you questions in the future. Jimmy Bagley, IA Wonderful service, prompt, efficient,
and accurate. Couldnt have asked for more. I cannot thank you enough for your help. Mary C.



Freshfield, Liverpool, UK This expert is wonderful. They truly know what they are talking about, and
they actually care about you. They really helped put my nerves at ease. Thank you so much!!!! Alex
Los Angeles, CA Thank you for all your help.

It is nice to know that this service is here for people like myself, who need answers fast and are not
sure who to consult. GP Hesperia, CA I couldnt be more satisfied. This is the site I will always come
to when I need a second opinion. Justin Kernersville, NC Just let me say that this encounter has been
entirely professional and most helpful. I liked that I could ask additional questions and get answered
in a very short turn around. Esther Woodstock, NY Thank you so much for taking your time and
knowledge to support my concerns. Not only did you answer my questions, you even took it a step
further with replying with more pertinent information I needed to know. Residential Commerical
Industrial Jerry Service Technician 573 satisfied customers HVAC Technician. Hearth Products
Specialty A1 Tech Service Manager 526 satisfied customers I have been in the HVAC business for
over 40 years. Posts are for general information, are not intended to substitute for informed
professional advice medical, legal, veterinary, financial, etc., or to establish a professionalclient
relationship. JustAnswer is not intended or designed for EMERGENCY questions which should be
directed immediately by telephone or inperson to qualified professionals. Show More Show Less
How it works Login Contact Us Ask Your Question Send It. They work by automatically sensing the
air temperature, and when the temperature falls to a predetermined setting, the thermostat will tell
the heating to turn on. Our range comes includes both dial and digital versions all from top brands
giving assured quality and reliability.Iincrease the level of control you have over the temperature in
your home, potentially saving you money on heating costs.


